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Abstract

The numerical approximation of instationary convection-diffusion-reaction problems

∂tu−∇ · (ε∇u) + b · ∇u+ αu = f (1)

with small diffusion 0 < ε � 1 remains to be a challenging task. Solving those problems numerically
naively by standard Galerkin finite element approximations leads to perturbed solutions with spurious
unphysical oscillations close to regions with sharp inner or boundary layers. To reduce oscillations sta-
bilization concepts are applied to the finite element approximations. Besides stabilization concepts, the
application of adaptive mesh refinement has been considered in the past to further eliminate oscillations.
In this contribution we present a space-time adaptive algorithm based on the Dual Weighted Residual
method as well as the underlying software design for the implementation process. Flexible data structures
for the open source deal.II library are presented that are indispensable to handle the complex framework
for solving the primal and dual problem. In numerical experiments its applicability is studied and demon-
strated for benchmark problems of convection-dominated transport; cf. [3, 2].
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